
CI/CD and Infrastructure optimization 

1. Current state, problem statement 

 

As of 2018, SOE ProZorro is operationally self-sustainable institution, though ProZorro does not 

have enough own funds for investment into development and implementation of new 

functionalities of its eProcurement system. The implementation of new additional technical 

developments will allow the e-procurement system to be more efficient and sustainable. 

 

One of these developments is establishing continuous deployment of the eProcurement system 

and optimizing eProcurement system infrastructure and architecture. After eProcurement system 

was migrated from Amazon Web Services (AWS) to Ukrainian data center DeNovo, the SOE 

ProZorro IT team has identified that, in contrast to AWS, where several parallel development 

environments can be quickly created for use during the short period of time and the payment  is 

made only for actually consumed resources,  DeNovo does not have such possibilities and 

advantages. 

Therefore continuous system`s deployment can be implemented in two ways: 

 

1) Rent of several parallel development environments at a time for a longer than needed 

period of time, which is not cost-effective approach and the deployment of such 

environments requires at least two weeks, which increases the overall time for the 

developments` implementation, or 

2) Continuous rent, regardless the used resources, of one development environment, which 

is used in turns by different vendors for various system`s developments. The environment 

can be used for the next development only after the previous one has been deployed and 

tested, which significantly increases the overall time for implementation of such 

developments and the development of the entire system.  

 

Moreover, science  SOE ProZorro follows the multi-vendor development strategy, which allows 

Prozorro to conduct developments with several independent vendors at a time, such consecutive 

use of the rented environment limits to one vendor only at a time, while others are in line to use 

the environment for implementations of different developments.  

 

The proposed project provides IT solutions for establishing continuous deployment of the 

eProcurement system and optimizing eProcurement system infrastructure and architecture. 
 

Additionally, as for now production system uses up to 120 severs. Data storage and resource 

usage costs up to 20 k$ monthly. Such resource load is designed in order to process peaks of 

loads, but in most cases these resources aren't used. In contrast to Amazon, where only those 

resources, that are used, were billed, in De Novo, because of KSZI requirements, all resources 

should be allocated upfront, and so these resources are billed permanently. 

 



Continuous Integration  provides following advantages: 

 

● Changes to code automatically deployed to mainline branch 

● Bugs are detected quickly 

● Automatically tests code written by individual developers to make sure it can be merged 

into the main code base  

● Deployment or release of code to Production as soon as it is ready 

 

 
 

2. Activities and deliverables  

This Project consists of two parts: Establishing continuous deployment of the eProcurement 

system and Optimizing eProcurement system infrastructure and architecture.  

 

The first part is to establish continuous deployment of the eProcurement system that will speed 

up development and deployment of new functions and modules in the IT system by optimizing 

the software development process.  

In order to achieve so the following tasks should be completed: 

1. Code repository re-organization 

2. Local development environment creation based on cubernetics technology 

3. Re-building of environment to achieve consistency and backwards compatibility 

4. Auto tests updating to meet new environments 

5. Deployment tools development 

 

The second part of the project is optimizing eProcurement system infrastructure and architecture 

– comprised of numerous adjustments to the platform, these optimizations will increase the 

stability and sustainability of the ProZorro IT system. 

In order to achieve so the following tasks should be completed: 

1. Sandbox and Development environment optimization due to transfer some load into local 

DEVs 

2. Integration components consolidation: centralization of common tasks (like queue 

management) 

3. Auction module optimization 

 

 

 

Results: 



The new developed deployment process will provide: 

- a smoothly deployment of features, developed by different vendors; 

- continuous deployment and auto testing of features in order to increase system 

stability and security; 

- scalability of development process which will make it easier to involve new 

vendors; 

- number of servers and resources, that were migrated from AWS should be 

optimized due to the following contradictory issues: on one hand, if draft law # 

8265 on amendments to the Public Procurement Law (PPL) will  pass the 

Parliament, the use of e-procurement system will be obligatory for below 

threshhold public procurements, thus system load will be doubled; on another 

hand, current number of servers and resources were optimal to AWS with data 

centers in multiple geographic locations, but is a bit in excess  when the system is 

in Ukrainian data center, which leads to overspending and inefficient use of 

resources; 

- as a result, development of a consistent and standardized infrastructure will 

minimize unnecessary complexity and duplication. 

 

The long-term objective of the project is to decrease development and maintenance costs for 

SOE Prozorro. The long-term support and maintenance of the system will be performed under 

the authority of SOE Prozorro thus making this project sustainable in the long run. 

Decreasing both maintenance and development costs are crucial to make all the development 

fully sustainable and independent 
 

3. Technical requirements. Components and technology should 

be used 

At the end of the project following requirements should be met: 

● System environments are distributed between 2 Data Centers: DeNovo and GigaCloud 

● Environments include:  

○ Local development - for different teams or different developers within one team 

○ Centralized development - for testing by SoE 

○ Sandbox - for testing and accreditation by brokers 

○ Staging - integration testing 

○ Production - productivity usage 

Resulted code should be placed in 

● GitHub for application code 

● SoE GitLab for infrastructure components (ansible scripts) 

Deployment tool should meet the following requirements: 

● Ansible scripts usage 

● KSZI requirements compliance (local repository usage) 

● Simultaneously deployment without missing any stages 

● Possibility to use several development teams in parallel 

● Early bugs identification 

https://git.prozorro.gov.ua/


● Conflict resolution rules 

● Urgent deployment approach 

 

System infrastructure load should be decreased by 10-15% 

 

4. Qualifications requirements  

Bidder should have a track records of successfully completion of project within Prozorro or 

same system. 

Technologies and tools that are used in Prozorro should be fully covered by bidder's employees 

with track record of their experience 

See Prozorro tech stack described in Annex 1 

5. Terms 

40 working days 

 

 

Annex 1. Prozorro technologies and scale 

● Storage volume 85 TB+ 

● NRDBMS: CouchDB, MongoDB 

● RDBMS: MySql, MatiaDB, InfluxDB 

● Object storage: SWIFT, S3, 20 TB+ 

● Monitoring: Zabbix, NetData, Grafana 

● OS: CrntOS, Fedora 

● PHP: laravel framework 

● JavaScript, HTML, CSS 

● Elastic search 

● Python Pyramid 

● Balancers: HaProxy, Ngnix 

● QA automation: Robot framework, Selenium, Jenkins CI, load performance testing 

● Authorization and DNS: FreeIPA, ELK stack, Bastion 

● Virtualization: VMware, KVM, HyperV 

● Deployment: Ansible, buildouts tools 

● Security standads: OWASP, ISO 27001 

 

 

 

 

 
 


